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This book makes Ayurvedic cooking easy ,simple to follow, delicious and yes, contemporary! I've
purchased a couple of Ayurvedic cookbooks, and have mixed testimonials, but generally they
could be rather complex from their tone to their recipes in order that becomes off positioning.
She has changed the game with posting Ayurveda with the globe.The book is well written, filled
up with stunning photography and serves are both helpful information to Ayurveda and a cook
book you start with some useful resources including helpful information to Ayurveda, a resource
to finding your Dosha which is important as each one - Vata, Pitta or Kapha, tends to tie into
how and what you should eat..The recipe section is divided into 6 district chapters: Breakfast (for
your Dosha), Six taste bowls. Upon receiving this reserve I skimmed the web pages to see if
there is something I could make yesterday evening with stuff I acquired on hand that could
provide me a satvic nice flavor as I am on my mooncycle and long and behold I found the
adaptogenic fudge that got me less than 5 mins to make and in 30 mins in the freezer I was
tasting delicious fudge. The photos and stories are so gorgeous. I particularly love the section
on the bowls as after a day at work this is an easy way to throw jointly a dish that is high in
nutrients and quick in prep time. an incredible, insightful and beautiful soul! The Thai one is
certainly amazing with the warm peanut sauce and uses easy to supply ingredients. I am excited
to try the Tempeh Tikka next as Tikka was one of my favorite dished growing up in the united
kingdom but always with poultry, which means this way I get to get one of these vegan
version.Another stand out will be the dips - just how many vegan books have the same old Guac
or plain hummus (which isn't exactly "new" ) but this one has Tandoori Cauliflower dip, ginger
edamame hummus and avocado tahini dip.. Sahara has created a beautiful book which makes
me say wow!excited to get these new options. The desserts also appear amazing and different
such as Chocolate Bark made out of chickpeas and a edition of peanut butter cups made out of
Chai or "Golden Mylk" . the original Kitchari which I have made often but this book offers
versions tailored to your Dosha with different additions such as for example Kale or squash; I
was really blown aside with the level of info contained inside and enjoyed it from beginning to
end. Additionally, there are some lovely dished that may lend well to Fall / Winter like a vegan
version of Shepherds Pie;On a great note, there is not a demand crazy, complex indients - so a
trip to any grocery store will do.) Best Ayurvedic Cookbook This is definatley the best ayurvedic
cookbook I've run into.In a nutshell, this book makes Ayurvedic cooking easy ,easy to follow,
delicious and yes, modern. An alkaline Ayurveda practice can help anyone’s overall health.
WOW! I have made several quality recipes from it and all have already been tasty and left me
feeling light and airy. The information is useful, however the recipes could use a bit of
refinement. This reserve is so beautiful it doesn't feel just like a jaded cookbook.! I was
impressed by the stunning photos and creative recipes and the Ayurvedic details makes it a
learning "textbook" if you are new to Ayurveda. Tridoshic dinners, snack foods and sides; To
Sahara Rose on employment well done!But this publication: Eat, Feel, Fresh is remarkable in its
simplicity making understand of and cooking with Ayurvedic principles easy and doable. Thank
you for getting that simpleness is everything:-) This book helped me go back to eating plant-
based We was vegan for a long time, then switched it up to keto, and something wasn't best. It
wasn't that it had been meat or plant life, but finding Sahara's first book, The Idiot's Guideline to
Ayurveda and that one... finally led me back to enjoying more plant life as a diet staple once
again!Fussy recipes drove me away from a plant-based diet plan, but that one helped bring back
again all the green (and all the other colors too) goodness. The quality recipes are easy to make,
& most of the elements are ones I'm acquainted with.Also, the book is merely gorgeous. When I
received it, I liked an night time on the couch devouring the stories and pictures. A few of the



breakfast dishes aren't my favorite but that is okay because everything else is wonderful. SO
Much Information! Sahara Rose. That is followed by a guide to how to eat the Ayurvedic method
and the basics to stocking your kitchen to get ready for the recipes that follow. If Sahara reads
this, then I would love to hear her suggestion for a substitution for all the Almonds she uses!. I
also enjoy that fact that these serve one, as you can make as few or many as you want following
the fundamental template.. I am getting my duplicate of Eat Feel Clean TOMORROW! I'm dying
to own it in my hands. It's like Xmas Eve at this time. LOL I've seen a few of the recipes already
shared from her cook book and I know I'll be in a position to prepare these quickly. I am
beginning an Ayurveda Masters in Digestion and Nourishment program with Joyful Tummy next
week and cannot wait around to have some quick and easy foods from Sahara Rose's book to
use during the next 10 months of crazy working arrangements balanced with new school
schedule.. Love you girl!UPDATE: I acquired the book and produced my weekly work meal prep
that week! so I hope the email address details are still comparable. YUMMY! I'll be making a
fresh 6 taste bowl for the forthcoming week of function (school teacher). I also usually do not
microwave it, I simply usually do not add an ice pack to my lunch time box and eat it room temp.
; And the quality recipes are easy to follow, which means I'll use them time and time again as
the thing I never have plenty of of is time and hours in your kitchen is not for me. I'm nearing the
finish of trying all the recipes an I'm quite impressed. 90% of the quality recipes of completely
delicious! If you're plant-based or even if you just want to discover some new ways to love
veggies again -- this book is IT! thanks love! For example the Moroccan Lentil soup recipe says 1
serving when it could easly feed 5 people. The cauliflower tacos also say 1 serving for 8 tacos.
Theres a few others like that. Great read! Sahara is original!. The best Ayurvedic reserve I own!
The recipes are wonderful and simple to make. Highly recommend this book for anybody!
Readable and great recipes. Easy to read and great recipes. Reset your mind and body with
Sahara Rose! I have already been following Sahara for approximately a year now and from the
moment I started following her, We knew I made an excellent decision for myself and my health.
I listened to her discuss this book for months before it's launch and couldn't wait around to get
my hands on it. I believed I understood my mind physique but as I browse this I find out so much
about myself and how exactly to look after my mind and body. Sahara's knowledge is
undeniably far and beyond any wellness coach I've worked with and aside from that, she is
certainly accepting of everyone out of every walk of life. This book is a must for anyone seeking
to take their health significantly!.. I bough this reserve after learning of the writer through a
webinar. plus some great soups and curries. Best Cookbook/Ayurveda Cooking food
Knowledge I Have Ever Seen! Her first book Idiot's Guide to Ayurveda is certainly amazing....just
to my Vata liking, including the Chia pudding yumminess! Many thanks Sahara because of this
wonderful publication. Desserts and potions such as golden milk or green juice. All the
Yummies! As a holistic nutritionist, I am constantly seeking new information about food, healing
and consuming. This reserve contains all that and more! There exists a wealth of knowledge in
this book and I cannot wait to share. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who is
looking for healing and health insurance and are searching for it through food. Woohoo! The
recipes have become simple and clarify why each recipe is beneficial for your body, mind, or
spirit. Bravo, Bravo, Bravo to the writer Sahara! Fantanstic Just mainly because a I had imagined..
I haven't had much time to cook, my entire life provides been crazy, but looking towards settling
into my fresh space and taking pleasure in the recipes. The handful of recipes I have tried were
amazing. I am allergic to nuts, like Almonds, therefore i will have to substitute a lot.. This book is
accessible, relatable, informational and beautiful. probably with sunflower. Ayurvedic Cooking



for everybody!. I used among the 6 flavor bowls!. Eitherway. Many thanks Sahara Rose for your
just right timing. Her passion because of this publication comes through. The only reason I'm
giving this 4 stars rather than 5 is basically because on some of the dishes the portions are
incorrect and it gets just a little complicated when I'm planning my every week menu. -Renee
Recipes seem like an after-thought If half as much time and effort went into the meals
photography as the glamorous photos of the author in India, maybe I would like this book a little
more. Seriously buying this publication for family members now that I know how valuable it is!
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